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The inspiration behind the collection is - 'Growth'. It is amazing to see how yam grows into fabric, each 
loop on a crochet hook grows into an applique, each stitch of an embroidery grows into a piece of art. 

Keeping in line with our primary inspiration, we have used handspun and handwoven fabric - Khadi. 
Khadi is an extremely coll'!{ortahle and breathable lndian fabric which has the unique 
property of keeping the wearer warm in winter and cool in summer making it very skin yiencHy. 
lt is the only j'lbric where the texture is so unique that no hvo fabrics are identical, making it exclusive. 

Living by the broader theory of handwork at NandniStudio, this collection makes immense use of hand 
embroidery and crochet appliques. 

All the techniques in this collection have been chosen such that they add to the texture of the overall 
product resulting into a piece of art. This piece of art is an object of desire to he cherished for a longer 
period of time and does not belong to a particular season. 

The shoot location is an ancient reservoir in India which was built around 10 th century. 
The steps of the reservoir depict how each piece of architecture is built stone by stone, similar to how 
fabric, embroidery, crochet appliq_ues in our collection are built step by step. The way stones, greenery 
and water malteup an amazing sight, we have tried a mix of elements to make an amazing collection for 
you to cherish. 

About the designer - Soojata Gupta 

The artist who pursued her passion. 
A senior lT executive, an alumni of llM Calcutta &amp; NIT Kurukshetra, with 24 years of corporate 
exposure, Soojata quit the 1T industry to follow her passion and dabble with garment design. After 
understanding the basics of the design process from Pearl Academy, she has launched her own label -
Nandni. She has a keen interest in handwoven fabrics, handwork and subtle details which is well 
r<iflected in her work. Minimal and fenctional and the two best ways to describe her work. 
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INTO THE BLOOMS 







FLOWER CRAZY 













































CONTACT US

Represented by The Inde Project
contact@theindeproject.com

+1 (415) 800 4435




